Abstract-Seven BASIC programs are presented that use algorithms for selection of treatments and samples in spatial and temporal contexts. Program (1) takes a natural sequence of samples (such as logs cut from a tree trunk) and divides them into groups (equal to the number of samples divided by treatments), and then selects non-redundantly from each group a sample at random for each treatment. Program (2) matches items from different categories equally to any number of treatments in proportion to the numbers of items of each category. Program (3) selects sampling times or segment lengths of specified interval and number from within a time period or perimeter distance. These samples can be spaced apart by at least a specified amount of time or distance but otherwise are chosen at random. In program (4), a series of sample coordinates ( x , y) are chosen at random from a rectangular area so that no points are closer than a specified minimum distance to any other. For each of the sample points, the Cartesian and polar coordinates are given. Program (5) generates any possible Latin square, while program (6) generates Latin cubes, and program (7) makes Graeco-Latin cubes. Examples of program use and output are presented for experiments with bark beetles (Coleoptera: Scolytidae) responding to pheromone blends and colonizing host trees.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
There are numerous software programs and statistical books to aid researchers in their analysis of experimental data. However, relatively few of these textbooks and programs offer practical methods for randomization of treatments and sampling during the data gathering stages. Statistical analysis methods for experimental and natural observations presume that the selections of samples and treatments are unbiased [I-91. The personal computer is ideally suited for selection of random numbers and their application to experimental design. Recently, five algorithms were implemented on the personal computer for use in randomization of treatments and for sampling at random [lo] . The computer-programmed algorithms in the BASIC language allow construction of Latin squares (treatments represented only once in each row and column) and quasi-Latin squares (equal numbers of replicated treatments for each row and column). In addition, random placement of equal numbers of different treatments within a grid can be done in such a way so that identical treatments are separated both horizontally and vertically from one another by other treatments (spacing of treatments).
In a second paper [Ill, this algorithm was improved to include horizontal, vertical and diagonal separation. Other algorithms can place treatments in grids using unequal numbers of replicates of several treatment types (including no treatment), with or without a spacing function. Algorithms for generation of Latin squares with randomized non-repeated subscripts and Graeco-Latin squares were also presented. These algorithms comprised methods to randomize integers in experimental designs where treatments, positions, and time periods must be selected.
In this paper additional algorithms are presented for selection of treatments or samples in spatial and temporal contexts. One objective is to devise algorithms that sample time or perimeter distance with a random or variable degree of uniformity. Another objective is to construct a method to sample areal plots with variable uniformity. Finally, programmed algorithms are described that can randomly select any of all possible Latin squares (not just a sub-set as earlier [lo] ) as well as three-dimensional Latin cubes and Graeco-Latin cubes.
M E T H O D S
The seven programs are coded in the QuickBASIC language (version 4.5, Microsoft Corp.) and the output is based on the pseudo-random number generator command, RND, which repeats its sequence every 16,777,214 steps [ll] . The BASIC language code is also compatible with BASICA (older version of BASIC) and QBASIC (packaged with DOS operating systems). A color monitor is recommended to take advantage of the COLOR commands. Large Latin cubes and Graeco-Latin cubes, programs (6) and (7), require two-and three-dimensional arrays that for 24 treatments require slightly less than 64K bytes of memory. QuickBASIC will allow arrays larger than 64K only by starting the program with the QBIAH command (for Arrays Huge). This would allow up to about 38 treatments before running out of the 640K conventional memory, however, only 24 treatments will print on the screen. Also construction of squares or cubes with more than 24 treatments becomes prohibitively slow. Program output can be printed directly by pressing the [Print Screen] key with a printer connected, or by adding LPRINT commands, or by opening a sequential file in BASIC and using the PRINT #l command. Sequential files can be imported into a word processor as a text file.
R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N Program 1: Match sequential samples evenly to treatments
The program (Fig. 1A ) takes a sequence of numbers representing a series of samples and divides them into contiguous groups each containing the same number of samples as MATCH SEQUENTIAL SAMPLES EVENLY TO TREATMENTS  ENTER NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN SEQUENCE? 20  ENTER NUMBER OF TREATMENTS TO MATCH SAMPLES WITH? 4  ENTER NUMBER FOR RANDOM SEED? 1   TREATMENT1:l 6 11 15 19  TREATMENT2: 3 8 12 16 18  TREATMENT3: 2 7 9 13 the desired number of different treatments. Then the samples of each group are matched at random to each of the different treatments. For example, to see which of four bark beetle species produce the most progeny in logs cut from a Norway spruce tree, one would want to balance as much as possible the bark areas and thickness among the species. Reducing this source of variation could be done by cutting 20 logs from along the trunk (numbered 1 to 20) and dividing them into five contiguous groups of four logs each and uniquely assigning at random each log within a group to one of the four species treatments so that all treatments are represented within each group (i.e. each species colonizes similar areas and regions of the tree).
One enters the number of samples (20), the number of different treatments (4) , and a number which serves as the random seed. The random seed number will determine the starting point in the sequence of random numbers and thus it should not be the same if the experiment is repeated. Otherwise, any number for the random seed is as likely to give results as random as any other. For each group of samples (five groups) the program picks at random a number representing a treatment and matches this to the samples in sequence within the group. However, the program first checks to see that none of the preceding samples within the group have the same treatment, if so, then another random number is picked until a unique treatment is found. Output of the program for four treatments and 20 sample positions (1-20) is shown in Fig. 1B . As can be seen, the four bark beetle species would be fairly evenly distributed along the trunk in various logs of similar areas.
Program 2: Select items from categories for treatments
This program divides sample items K from one or more populations J into N treatment groups ( Fig. 2A) . For example, suppose that four species of bark beetle (J=4) with K,= 35, 42, 18 and 29 individuals, respectively, are to be evenly divided at random among four treatment groups (N=4) so that individuals within a treatment can be injected with a different chemical dose in a known sequence (within groups or for all groups, although sequential information can be ignored).
One enters the number of different kinds of items, or species in this case (4) . Then the number of items (or individuals) for each kind of item (35,42, 18 and 29) is entered. The number of treatments (4) and a random seed is entered. A two-dimensional array holds the sequences of numbers for each kind of item and the number of each item. The program picks at random numbers from this array and places them non-redundantly into the treatment groups. Output of the program for four treatment groups (1-4) with item types (A-D) and the sequential numbers (which may or may not be used) is shown in Fig. 2B .
Program 3: Time or perimeter sampling with uniformity
This program (Fig. 3A) will list a series of starting and stopping times (or distances) chosen at random for observations of a specified length distributed over any period of time (or perimeter distance). The number of samples and their duration or length are specified by the user. The uniformity of the sampling distribution can be increased by specifying a minimum time or distance allowed between samples. A check is made by the program to see if the above parameters will allow the desired spacing of the samples.
To sample the behavior of an insect over a period of time at random but with varying degrees of uniformity, one enters the number of time units (seconds or minutes) during the period (120), the duration of a sampling ( 3 , the minimum number of time units between any samples (5) , and the total number of samples (8) , as well as a random seed. The user also is asked whether time or perimeter distance will be considered. In the case of time, the starting time (e.g. 12) is specified to aid understanding. As can be seen in Fig. 3B , the observation times are uniformly spaced throughout the duration of the observation period and are sorted in ascending order for convenience. The same procedure can be used to determine the places along a perimeter where sampling can be done of specified length and minimum distance between samples. The advantage of uniform random sampling compared to periodic sampling (the usual case in biological experiments) is that there is less possibility of the sampling coinciding with behavioral periodicities and thereby biasing results. Also, behavioral periodicities can more likely be detected with a uniform random sampling than with a periodic sampling, in which the latter might coincide only with peaks of activity.
Program 4: Spaced point sampling within rectangular area
This program (Fig. 4A ) selects sample points of x , y coordinates at random within a rectangular area of any size. The points can be increasingly uniformly distributed by not allowing the selection of coordinates that are closer than a minimum distance to any previously placed points. One enters the lengths of the X-axis (100) and Y-axis (100), the number of points to select coordinates for (6) , and the minimum spacing between sample points (20). The maximum hexagonal spacing that a certain number of points N in an area (AREA) can be spaced is given by ~. o~~~/~N / A R E A [12] , and is 43.9 units for the parameters above. Usually, the minimum spacing distance used must be about 70% or (Fig. 5A ) used in a 486-type computer can make Latin squares of up to about 20 cells on a side in a few seconds, and in theory any of the millions of possible squares can be obtained. The algorithm picks at random a treatment number for a cell in a row from a temporary row array such that this number is no longer available for selection, but first cells in the same column from previously generated rows are checked for redundancy, if such is found then the number is kept in the temporary array and another number is tried until no redundancies are found, whereupon the program moves to the next cell in the row, or a new row. It is possible that no number remaining in the temporary array can satisfy the conditions so after 50 tries at random, the entire row is erased and another random sequence is tried until satisfying the conditions of a Latin square.
One enters the number of treatments (8) and a random seed. The progress of the calculations are shown row by row, the first rows are of course generated rapidly, while for larger squares of 15 or more cells per side, the last rows take increasingly longer times to find solutions. Output of the program is shown in Fig. 5B . One could imagine a test in which the unequal effects of area and time on attraction of bark beetles to eight chemical baits are evened by testing each bait once for a day in each of eight areas (columns) for a period of 8 days (rows).
Program 6: Latin cube
A Latin cube is similar to a Latin square, but a cube of cells exists in which each treatment occurs only once in each horizontal row (x) and column (z) and as well as in each vertical column (y), and all treatments (equal to the number of cells along any edge) occur in each of the three dimensions (x, y, z) connecting any cells. Computers probably can not generate a Latin cube purely at random unless they are incredibly lucky since thousands of constraints are imposed. However, my program (Fig. 6A) can generate many different Latin cubes at random starting from a well-randomized Latin square. After the first Latin square is made as in program 5 above, the remaining levels forming the cube (consisting of Latin squares) are made by adding 1 to each cell number in the Latin square immediately beneath. However, if the sum is larger than the number of treatments (N), then N is subtracted from this sum. In this way Latin squares are made in sequence from the bottom one and at the same time a Latin cube of stacked Latin squares is made. So far, this Latin cube does not appear random, but by randomizing the initial order of the levels of Latin squares, the conditions of a Latin cube are maintained (since any vertical order of treatment numbers is allowed).
There One enters the number of treatments (6) and a random seed. Output of the program is shown in Fig. 5B with each level representing Latin squares in the cube. One could imagine a test in which a species of bark beetle would be allowed to colonize logs of six species of tree (rows) at six different temperatures (columns) at six different densities per log (treatment numbers). Each of the factors: tree species, colonization density, and temperature would occur once for all possible combinations to reduce sources of variation and determine the reproductive rates under all these conditions.
Program 7: Graeco-Latin cube
Before one can envision a Graeco-Latin cube, a definition of a Graeco-Latin square is needed. This type of square is one in which every Latin letter and every Greek letter occurs once in each row and once in each column. In addition, each Latin letter and Greek letter (represented here by numbers) occur only once together in the square. Thus, for a Graeco-Latin square of 5 x 5 there are 25 combinations of Latin letters and numbers which can be placed in 25 positions. This means that there are 25! (about l P 5 ) permutations not all of which are Graeco-Latin squares. Graeco-Latin squares of a side of 4 or odd numbers can be made with program 6 in Byers [Ill, while it appears impossible to make such squares with even numbered sides larger than 4 [9, 111.
The Graeco-Latin algorithm (lines 10-230) [ l l ] is used to make the bottom square, which then forms the basis for making upper-story squares in a way similar to the Latin cube in program 6 above. However, the levels (each a Graeco-Latin square) are constructed and their order randomized in the same step (lines to avoid storage in 3-D string arrays that may not be possible due to memory constraints. Actually, while each horizontal row and column, and each vertical column in the Graeco-Latin cube have each letter and number, and each horizontal square has all unique letter-number It can be supposed that here one wanted to test the attraction of bark beetles to volatiles from logs cut from five (A-E) host tree species in 2-way combinations with five (1-5) release rates of ethanol (making 25 baits) in five positions (columns) at five forest regions (rows) on each of 5 days (levels). Many bark beetle species are attracted to host volatiles (mainly monoterpenes) and ethanol (indicating microbial decay and a susceptible host tree) [17, 18] . As seen in Fig. 7B , each region on a particular day has each of the (A-E) host species logs combined with each of ethanol release rates (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , and all 25 baits are tested each day. Over the 5 day period, each region tests all 25 baits only once, furthermore, each position (25 physical locations) never tests the same (A-E) host species logs or (1-5) ethanol release rates on successive days. This might be important to ensure that natural variation in flight activities between areas does not bias the catches on baits less evenly distributed, as might occur in a randomized block design.
Several texts discuss the advantages and drawbacks of using Latin and Graeco-Latin squares as well as the statistical analysis of variance [I, 3, 4, 6, 8, 91 . Latin squares are significantly more efficient or powerful than randomized block designs when using the same number of samples [3, 6, 9] . The experimental designs presented here that employ a degree of uniform spacing among treatments are more appropriate for use than traditional statistical analyses only when there are logical or pragmatic reasons, as in the examples above. Thus it seems advisable to consult a statistician when considering these specialized designs. A compiled program version is available from the author (send a formatted disk and return mailer or $5 for shipping).
S U M M A R Y Seven algorithms implemented in the BASIC computer language are presented for use in randomizing treatments and/or sampling during the design and implementation of experiments. Two programs place ordered items of various numbers into groups for treatments in a uniform or balanced way. The third program designates sample time periods of specific durations over a given period with a minimum time between samples possible. This program can also determine sample distances along a perimeter. The fourth program specifies sample points ( x , y coordinates) with or without a degree of separation between sample centers. A Latin square algorithm can generate all possible permutations for Latin squares of less than about 24 treatments per side. Latin cubes are built from this algorithm to generate a Latin square from which all upper story squares are made after which these levels are randomized. Graeco-Latin cubes are generated with a previous algorithm in combination with the randomization of layered squares, although not all possible cubes of this type can be made. However, a sufficiently large number are generated so that no experimental bias should result. 
